Self-starting self-pulsing dynamics at the cavity free-spectralrange frequency were observed in intracavity second-harmonic generation of a diode end-pumped Nd:YLF ring laser containing a periodically-poled KTiOPO 4 (ppKTP) nonlinear crystal. Although the unidirectional laser was designed for continuous-wave (cw) single-frequency operation, with a resonator set at the middle of its stability range, partial Kerr-lens modelocking (KLM) arose spontaneously once the ppKTP was inserted. This ultrafast dynamics along with a strong spectral gain broadening, not observed with any birefringent nonlinear doubler, is associated to the finite bandwidth of the quasi-phase-matched crystal with respect to the laser gain bandwidth, leading to giant cascaded Kerr-lensing effects when the ppKTP temperature is detuned from perfect quasi-phase-matching either in the selffocusing or defocusing sides. While under partial KLM operation the laser delivered only ~0.14W of broadband red output power, single-frequency operation could be only achieved by using an intracavity etalon with a suitable partial reflectivity (R≥25%), leading to an optimally (~100% efficiency) out-coupled 1.4W red power at 660.5nm, as much as the fundamental 1321nm power that could be extracted from the unidirectional laser using an optimal T = 2% output coupler. 
Introduction
Watt-level single-frequency and tunable solid-state lasers are interesting compact alternative to broadly tunable but costly and maintenance-demanding dye-lasers for high-resolution atomic spectroscopy in the visible range. While continuous-wave (cw) intracavity secondharmonic generation (ICSHG) of diode-pumped 1.3µm ( 4 F 3/2 -4 I 13/2 ) Nd-lasers has been widely addressed in the literature in terms of (multimode) power scaling [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , very few works have dealt with single-frequency (i.e. single longitudinal mode or SLM) and tunable operation for which watt-level red power is still a challenge due to the much weaker 1.3µm emission crosssections and to unavoidable extra-loss brought by intracavity elements such as a Faraday optical diode and a thin etalon [6] [7] [8] [9] . The largest SLM red power (~0.9W) was achieved with a σ-polarized Nd:YLF/ppKTP laser at 657nm [7] . Agnesi et al have reported SLM operation of a Nd:YVO 4 /LBO laser at 671nm using a standing-wave cavity in which the type-II cut LBO crystal acted as a birefringent filter, but due to hole-burning effects the maximum SLM power was limited to operation near the threshold, yielding 0.37W of red power [10] . This SLM power has been recently increased to 0.68W using a unidirectional ring resonator [9] . Single-frequency diode-pumped solid-state lasers (DPSSLs) have mostly been demonstrated on the much stronger (and narrower, ∆λ G <1nm) ~1µm transitions ( 4 F 3/2 -4 I 11/2 ), yielding multiwatt of green power [11, 12] . So far, in all reported cw ICSHG laser performance (SLM or multimode), the overall SH conversion efficiency did not exceed 50% of the optimally available fundamental power that can be extracted from the laser cavity under an optimal output coupler. Even high power cw commercial green lasers delivering more than 10W output power are limited in converting more than 50% of the available fundamental power. Actually, according to the theory of optimally-coupled ICSHG laser developed by Polloni et al [13] and Smith [14] it is theoretically possible to convert 100% of the optimally available fundamental-wave (FH) power from the laser by tailoring the SHG nonlinearity to the gain medium spectroscopic properties. Shortly speaking, to reach the optimally-coupled regime either an excessively long nonlinear crystal must be used (typically l c ~10cm for most birefringence phase-matched materials with d eff ≤3pm/V) or a strong focusing is required to increase the ratio w/w 0 of the pump waist at the gain medium to that inside the nonlinear crystal, with unavoidable side effects such as thermal effects or spurious oscillation on weaker adjacent Nd 3+ emission lines [11] . In this work we demonstrate such a ~100% conversion efficiency in a π-polarized (λ = 1321.5nm) single-frequency Nd:YLF/ppKTP unidirectional ring laser that satisfies the criterion of optimal ICSHG coupling as derived by Polloni et al and Smith. At 14W of absorbed diode pump power (λ p = 806nm), using a l c = 10mm long ppKTP (d eff = 9pm/V), a l G = 10mm long Nd:YLF gain medium and a unidirectional ring cavity designed to give w/w 0 ~6.5, we could achieve 1.4W of red power, as much as the SLM optimal fundamental power output achieved with a T = 2% optimal output coupler, realizing hence the theoretical prediction of optimally-coupled ICSHG lasers (Section 4). The use of ppKTP as the intracavity doubler was determining in achieving this performance, since its replacement with a LBO or BiBO led to conversion efficiencies (with respect to the concept of optimal SHG coupling) not exceeding 50% of the available FH power.
Furthermore, we also report on the occurrence of an unexpected dynamical regime related to the use of ppKTP in our ring cavity which operates at the middle of its stability range with a stability parameter η = (A + D)/2 ~0, where ABCD is the roundtrip cavity matrix. This dynamical regime, in the form of a sustained but non stationary train of ~250ps pulses at the cavity free-spectral-range (f rep = 1/FSR cav = 420 MHz), is attributed to partial Kerr-lens modelocking (KLM) triggered by complex cascaded second-order nonlinearities mediated by the highly nonlinear material under phase-mismatched SHG. Although passively mode-locked picosecond lasers based on cascaded χ (2) :χ (2) processes (also called CSM mode-locking) has been experimentally demonstrated for the first time in 1995 [15] , all subsequent demonstrations and theoretical analysis [16] were conducted in standing-wave configurations and necessitated a second pass of the forwardly generated SH wave into the intracavity nonlinear crystal, with a proper phase shift of the back-reflected SH. Under total SH reflection by the dichroic cavity end-mirror with partial transmission of the fundamental wave (FH), the mode-locking process (that uses the amplitude modulation of the effective Kerr nonlinearity, i.e. the imaginary part of the effective χ (3) nonlinearity) is often referred to as nonlinear mirror mode-locking (NLM) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . When both the SH and FH waves are totally reflected, the mode-locking process (that uses the χ (2) :χ (2) cascaded nonlinear phase shift [22, 23] , i.e. the real part of the effective Kerr nonlinearity) is then referred to as cascaded second-order mode-locking (CSM) [15, 16] . Both NLM and CSM require that the laser cavity operates close to one of the stability limits of the resonator, eventually necessitating an intracavity hard aperture for the power-dependent loss modulation and a critical positioning of the effective Kerr medium with respect to the beam focus as in χ (3) -based KLM standingwave [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] or ring resonators [29] [30] [31] [32] . However to date CSM has only been reported in a standing-wave resonators and relies on full back-conversion of the SH wave into the FH wave during the second pass in the SHG crystal, which is not the case in our ring cavity for which the SHG interaction is of the single-pass kind, excluding thus any nonlinear mirror scenario. Another peculiarity in this experiment originally aimed at achieving a cw optimally-coupled ICSHG laser is that the ring resonator operates at the middle of its stability range (η = 0), while KLM and CSM lasers require |η|→1 to boost the small amplitude power-dependent loss modulation. Even though the mode-locking is only partial (in the sense that the pulse contrast is not 100%), it cannot be explained in the frame of the previously developed NLM or CSM theories based on a double-pass SHG. The mechanism leading to the observed dynamics is most probably related instead to pure KLM effects as described in the ring resonator analysis of Agnesi which considers a thin Kerr medium [31] . Experimentally, the cascaded KLM dynamics reported here bears some similarity with the soft-aperture KLM Ti:Sa ring laser containing an optical diode demonstrated by Tamura et al or Pelouch et al, in which the unidirectional ring resonator was found to favor self-starting mode-locking owing to the absence of spurious etalon effects characterizing standing-wave KLM resonator [29, 30] . Another specificity pledging for pure Kerr-lensing effects rather than NLM or CSM scenario (or both) is that these dynamics arises whichever the sign of the cascaded Kerr nonlinearity unlike the limited range of parameters (such as operation of the laser in the thermal roll-over regime and near the resonator stability limit [21] ) characterizing CSM.
The fact that this partial mode-locking dynamics was not observed when either a LBO, BBO or BiBO nonlinear crystals are employed finds also probably its origin in the much narrower spectral SHG acceptance bandwidth of the l c = 10mm long ppKTP (∆λ NL = 0.9nm) as compared to the laser transition gain bandwidth (∆λ G ~5nm at 1.32µm in the fluoride host, while ∆λ G ≤1nm for the 1.05-1.06µm stronger 4 F 3/2 -4 I 11/2 transition). The ratio γ = ∆λ NL /∆λ G has been indeed recognized to be a critical parameter in the stable single-frequency behaviour of cw ICSHG lasers [33] . This finite spectral bandwidth of the ppKTP crystal (γ ~0.2) together with the unidirectional ring configuration may explain why this partial mode-locking dynamics was not reported in a previous cw ICSHG of a 1064nm Nd:YAG/ppKTP standingwave laser in which only the impact of bistable dynamics induced by the ppKTP on the oscillation wavelength were reported, but no ultrafast temporal dynamics [34] . Similarly, in a 946nm ( 4 F 3/2 → 4 I 9/2 ) cw ICSHG standing-wave laser employing a thick ppKTP doubler, no Kerr-lens induced dynamics was reported [35] , although some observed intensity instabilities in the SH blue output power were attributed to the so-called green problem [36] , which originates rather from gain cross-coupling of many longitudinal modes via sum-frequency processes and which leads to chaotic (rather than periodic) intensity fluctuations on a time scale of the order or greater than the cavity photon lifetime. As a last example of a cw ICSHG laser employing both a narrow spectral bandwidth pp-material (PPLN) in conjunction with a broad gain bandwidth medium (Cr
4+
:fosterite), we quote the red-orange tunable (613-655nm) laser achieved by Sennaroglu [37], albeit using again a standing-wave cavity. In this latter work, red power fluctuations as high as ± 60% was reported when the PPLN is strongly temperature detuned from QPM condition, but no characterization of this intensity instability was provided by the author who attributed them to thermal effects in the lasing crystal. While passive self-starting mode-locking of a Nd:YLF laser has been demonstrated only on the stronger 1047nm line using either NLM [19] or KLM (using a glass rod as the χ (3) medium) [26] , passive mode-locking on the weaker 1.32µm transition could be only observed using a semi-conductor saturable absorber (SESAM) [38] [39] [40] . This work is the first report to our knowledge of a self-starting (partially) mode-locked Nd:YLF ring laser operating on the broader 1321nm transition without any restriction on the cascaded Kerr nonlinearity sign (positive or negative), and without the requirement of a resonator operating on the verge of its stability range as in [19, 26] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts with the experimental description of the ICSHG laser setup. In section 3 we describe and characterize the temporal and spectral features of the partial mode-locking behavior as function of the ppKTP phase-matching temperature or the pump power. Broad emission spectra (∆λ G ~4nm) extending up to the full laser transition bandwidth are observed on the fundamental and SH range, whichever the ppKTP temperature in the range T = 15-70°C (the ppKTP is phase-matched for the 1321.3nm central gain wavelength near T~30°C). In section 4 we analyze the cw single-frequency performance of the optimally-coupled ICSHG laser, when a partially-coated etalon is inserted so as to quench the cascaded second-order processes. Cw single-frequency regime with optimal SH conversion efficiency required a delicate adjustment of the intracavity etalon and ppKTP. But once achieved, a record 1.4W of stable SLM red power at 661nm -as much as the maximum SLM FH power that could be extracted with a T = 2% output coupler -was obtained, reaching for the first time to our knowledge the predicted regime of 100% conversion efficiency characterizing an optimally-coupled cw ICSHG laser [13, 14] .
Experimental ICSHG laser setup
The experimental setup of the cw single-frequency ICSHG ring laser is sketched in Fig. 1 . The laser cavity is an asymmetric bow-tie ring cavity consisting of 4 dichroic mirrors (R > 99.9% at 1.32µm with T~90% at 0.66µm and 0.806µm). The radius of curvature of M3 and M4 was ROC = −100mm and the total ring cavity length was L cav = 680mm, with a distance M3-M4 equal to 115mm, M4-M2 = 135mm, M2-M1 = 210mm and M1-M3 = 220mm. From ABCD matrix calculations, the cavity operated at the center of its stability range with respect to the curved mirror spacing (yielding a cavity stability parameter η = (A + D)/2 ≈-5 × 10 −2 with A = −10.041 and D = + 9.938), with a smaller waist w 0 = 48µm inside the nonlinear crystal (ppKTP) and a larger waist w = 317µm at the center of the Nd:YLF crystal, located ~45mm from M1. The gain-medium to nonlinear-crystal waist ratio was thus w/w 0 ~6.5. Calculations also showed that the larger waist w is very sensitive to a small variation in the M3-M4 spacing, despite the fact the resonator operated at the middle of the stability range:
Increasing (decreasing) this distance by ~1mm leads to a decrease (increase) in w by ~5% while the smaller waist remains almost unaffected. Taking account of the intracavity elements (n YLF = 1.47, n ppKTP = 1.82, n TGG = 1.95), the optical path of the cavity was L opt = 711.9mm, corresponding to a longitudinal mode separation of FSR cav = c/L opt = 421.4MHz.
The laser crystal (an a-cut 0.8 at.% doped, 3 × 3 × 10mm 3 Nd:YLF from Crystech Inc.) was longitudinally pumped by a 200µm-core diameter (NA = 0.22) fiber-coupled diode emitting at 806nm that was focused to a w ~265µm waist at the crystal center by a pair of achromatic lenses (f = 80mm and 100mm). The Nd:YLF crystal facets were AR-coated at 1321nm (R<0.5%) and 806nm (R<2%), with a small enough reflectivity (R<20%) at 1050nm to prevent parasitic lasing on the stronger main transition. We have noticed that by removing the ppKTP out of the cavity (in which case η = + 0.356, w 0 = 47µm and w = 255µm, smaller than the pump waist) resulted in a lasing on a TEM 10 mode rather than a TEM 00 mode in presence of the ppKTP, highlighting the importance of pump-waist to cavity-waist modematching in the presence of the nonlinear crystal. About 90% of the pump power was absorbed by the low-doped gain medium oriented for a π-polarized emission at λ ω~1 321nm (c-axis parallel to lasing E-field). A Faraday optical diode, consisting of a 20mm long Brewster-cut TGG rod and a zero-order half-wave plate (HWP), provided a robust unidirectional lasing without the ppKTP, as in the self-starting KLM Ti:Sa ring resonator demonstrated in Ref [29] . When the ppKTP is pulled out, both the forward clockwise (FW, from M3 to M4) and backward counter-clockwise (BW, dashed arrow at M3) lasing directions could be chosen with a proper rotation of the HWP. The Brewster-cut TGG rod facet further provided an additional more powerful output for the FH wave than the out-coupling HR mirror M3.
For cw SLM operation and tuning, a 100µm thin fused-silica etalon is placed right after the laser crystal in the near-field range of the bigger cavity waist so as to minimize diffraction loss, but under the dynamical regime described in Section 3 the etalon was removed. The ppKTP chip (grating period Λ~16.9µm, dimension 5 (W) × 1 (T) × 10 (l c ) mm 3 , dual-band (1321/661nm) AR-coated, from Raicol Crystals Ltd) was positioned at the smaller cavity waist w 0 . It was temperature-stabilized to ± 0.1°C by means of a Peltier cooler and one of its facets had a small wedge (~0.08 deg) in the (W) vertical direction to allow fine continuous SLM wavelength tuning over ~50pm via optical path length change when it is translated in the vertical direction. The measured total round-trip passive FH loss of the ring cavity amounted to L~3% without the ppKTP.
The small (P ω ≤ 15mW) IR power leaking through mirror M3 is used for diagnosis purposes. Part of it is sent to a scanning confocal Fabry-Pérot interferometer (CFP) with a free-spectral-range FSR = 750 MHz and finesse F = 60, and the remaining part to a near-IR wavemeter, to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), and to a fast DC-coupled InGaAs photodiode with ~50ps rise time (TeraHerz Technologies, model TIA-1200) connected to a 6-GHz bandwidth digital oscilloscope. A small fraction of the red light exiting mirror M4 could also be directed to the OSA.
Partially mode-locked operation via cascaded Kerr nonlinearities

Optimally out-coupled fundamental SLM power at 1321nm
The FH laser oscillation was first characterized without the ppKTP. The Nd:YLF crystal could be pumped up to P abs~1 4W of diode absorbed power at 806nm, before an abrupt thermal rollover occurred due to thermal negative lensing of the fluoride host [41] . Hence in what follows we have restricted the pump power to this upper limit to avoid any thermal effect. The highly reflecting mirror M3 ( Fig. 1) was replaced with T = 0.5%,1%,2% and 4% output couplers and the distance M3-M4 reduced by ~4mm to bring the resonator at the midpoint of its stability range without the ppKTP so as to retrieve a TEM 00 mode. Optimal outcoupling efficiency at maximum pump power was achieved with the T = 2% coupler, yielding P ω = 1.6W of unidirectional power without any etalon (Fig. 2a) , with a lasing on two longitudinal modes as analyzed by the scanning CFP and a pump threshold P th = 2W. The IR beam quality factor of the laser mode was measured to be M 2 = 1.05 in both the horizontal and vertical planes. This power decreased to P ω = 1.4W for single-frequency operation (trace 3 in Fig. 3a ) with the insertion of a thin etalon with facets reflectance R = 25%. This SLM performance is identical to that of the σ-polarized laser (λ = 1314nm [7, 8] , ), given the same saturation intensity of both σ and π transitions in Nd:YLF. A slightly larger SLM power (1.5W) could be obtained at gain center with an uncoated (R = 5%) etalon but wavelength tuning across the whole gain bandwidth as in Fig. 2b could not be achieved with this lowercontrast etalon due to a mode hop to the adjacent etalon fringe order beyond a certain tilt angle. So we kept for the FH optimal reference power the SLM output of 1.4W obtained using the R = 25% etalon, for comparison sake with the optimal SH power achieved in Section 4. Without the ppKTP, the spectrum of the FH laser emission as analyzed by the OSA (resolution bandwidth ~0.02nm) is narrowband and centered at the maximum gain wavelength, λ~1321.3nm (Fig. 3b, trace 2) . Plotted on the same graph (dotted) is the spectral bandwidth of the ppKTP, which position within the laser gain bandwidth is controlled by temperature according to the QPM tuning curve plotted in Fig. 2c . Temperature tuning allowed hence to vary the phase-mismatch (∆k = k 2ω -2k ω -π/Λ) experienced by the lasing modes near gain center without cavity misalignment. The cardinal-sine curve in Fig. 3b moves to the right when T>30°C (resulting in ∆k>0, i.e. defocusing Kerr nonlinearity [22] ) while for T<30°C it moves to the left (∆k<0, i.e. focusing Kerr nonlinearity). With a small fraction of the SLM FH power (~15mW), the ppKTP phase-matching properties were characterized at λ = 1321.3nm in single-pass SHG versus temperature, using various focusing conditions characterized by the focusing parameter l = l c /z R [8] , where z R = k ω w 0 2 /2 is the beam internal Rayleigh length (Fig. 2c) . Under plane-wave focusing (l<<1 with w 0 = 90µm), the phase-matching temperature corresponding to gain center oscillation (λ ω ~1321.3nm) was measured to be T~38°C (with an acceptance bandwidth ∆T = 10°C). The ppKTP tuning slope versus temperature (Fig. 2c ) was determined to be dλ ω /dT = + 0.066nm/°C for a temperature range between + 15°C and + 75°C (covering the FH emission bandwidth). At a stronger focusing (w 0 = 41µm, a value comparable to the intracavity waist), the QPM temperature (T~34°C) is shifted by −4°C due to focusing effects and the bandwidth is slightly broadened (inset of Fig. 2c ), displaying an asymmetric profile (at strong focusing, optimal SHG conversion is obtained at σ = ∆kz R ~-0.2 and not at σ = 0 [16, 43] ). The net measured single-pass conversion efficiency at w 0 = 41µm (using a calibrated Si pin photodiode) was Γ SP = 3.8 × 10 −2 W/W 2 ( Fig. 3c) , after correction of the the ~21% transmission loss factor of two KG5 Schott glass filters blocking the FH wave. The experimental QPM spectral bandwidth was roughly measured to be ∆λ NL ≈0.8nm (FWHM) by mode-hop tuning the laser.
Self-starting self-pulsing dynamics upon ppKTP insertion: Observations
For the ICSHG laser, the distance M3-M4 was reset to the value given in Section 2 so that the cavity operated again at η ~0 in presence of the ppKTP and the T = 2% output coupler was replaced with a HR mirror. Prior to the insertion of the ppKTP, the mode spectrum analyzed by the scanning CFP displayed again oscillation on 2 longitudinal modes centered at gain maximum (λ~1321.3nm from the wavemeter display). The corresponding OSA spectrum is narrow as expected (trace 2 in Fig. 3b ). Owing to the measured T~1/4500 transmittance of M3 and the ~15mW leakage through it, the maximum estimated unidirectional intra-cavity power amounted to P cav~6 7.5W.
When either a critically-phase matched (CPM) LBO or BiBO crystal was inserted in lieu of the ppKTP, SLM oscillation is also spontaneously achieved without any etalon owing to the well-kown nonlinear self-suppression of adjacent longitudinal modes in cw ICSHG lasers [44] . With a type-I(ooe) cut BiBO, up to 650mW of cw SLM red power was easily obtained at line center [8] with a laser spectrum identical to that shown in Fig. 3b . The scenario turned to be quite different when the ppKTP was inserted into the ring cavity with its temperature set to T~30°C corresponding to QPM (∆k~0) of the maximum-gain wavelength (Fig. 2c ). Surprisingly with ppKTP, the usual longitudinal mode spectrum disappeared and practically no FH light was transmitted by the CFP interferometer (Fig. 3a, trace 1) . Concomitantly the display of the wavemeter became erratic. These two facts actually triggered our suspicion that a broadband laser emission was at stake, requiring a more specific temporal and spectral diagnoses. Traces 2 and 3 in Fig. 4b displays the stunning spectral gain broadening in the FH and SH spectral ranges as compared with the narrow-line spectrum of the FH laser before the ppKTP insertion (Fig. 3b) , while strikingly no pulsing is detected by the InGaAs detector (Fig. 4b) . The spectra shown in Fig. 4a , corresponding to the broadest recorded ones -extending over the full fluorescence bandwidth of the π-polarized transition [8] -, were recorded only near T~30.5°C. The fact that the DC background signal detected by the InGaAs (Fig. 4b) could not interfere in the scanning CFP meant that the broad emission is phase incoherent (white light continuum). Let us note that the SH spectrum shown in Fig. 4a extends far beyond the spectral QPM curve (dashed sinc 2 (∆kl c /2) curve 1), meaning that SH conversion arises even for wavelengths experiencing large phase-mismatches. Such spectral gain broadening is manifestly due to nonlinear self-phase modulation brought by the ppKTP, via χ (2) :χ (2) cascading processes. As already pointed out, changing the ppKTP temperature controls the amount of wave vector mismatch ∆k(λ ω ,T) experienced by the lasing modes nearby the laser gain maximum. When the ppKTP spectral acceptance curve was tuned away from T~30°C, a high contrast (up to 70%) pulse train at f rep~4 20 MHz was recorded by the fast photodiode in correlation with a variety of narrower spectral emission bandwidths (Fig. 5) . The periodic (f rep = 2.4ns) selfpulsing behavior was observed at any temperature (corresponding to both negative and positive ∆k), except near T~30°C for which ∆k(λ ω )~0 (Fig. 4b ). This contrasts with CSM for which mode-locking was found to occur only at higher ppKTP temperatures corresponding to the defocusing cascaded Kerr nonlinearity, within an extremely limited pump range in the thermal rollover region [21] . From Fig. 5d , pulse trains characterized by the absence of satellite pulses develop at the largest positive (defocusing [22] ) phase-mismatch, while at negative (focusing [22] ) mismatch (Fig. 5a ) some satellite pulses were observed. From Fig. 5 , one can also notice that the DC background level on the temporal traces increases for defocusing Kerr nonlinearity. Recording the same spectra at the output of M4 (i.e. after passing the ppKTP) yielded nearly identical shapes except that the fast modulations observed on the FH traces were more pronounced, evidencing that the pulses were not in the solitonic regime characterizing a full KLM mode-locking process. The pulse width in Fig. 5d was measured to be τ~250ps from the oscilloscope trace. We believe that this measured width is not instrumentation-limited since the InGaAs photodiode rise time was ~50ps, compatible with the sampling time interval of the digital oscilloscope. Hence the pulses are far from being transform-limited, which justifies the "partial KLM" labelling attributed to the ultra-fast self-pulsing behavior. We have also recorded the pulse train and spectra evolution at a fixed temperature as a function of the input pump power, to check whether a threshold in terms of intracavity power could be evidenced. Figure 6 displays such a recording at T = 70°C. As the pump power is decreased, the scanning CFP output pattern gradually shifts from "no transmission" (trace 1 in Fig. 3a) , an intermediate noisy pattern such as in trace 2 and finally a clear narrow fringe pattern such as in trace 3 as the background DC level retrieves its phase-coherence and narrow-band cw properties in the last panel row (P abs = 6.5W). This pump level corresponds to a circulating FH threshold intensity of ~1MW/cm 2 at the ppKTP focus. The FH spectrum displays then a main narrow line containing actually two longitudinal modes beating at FSR cav (the temporal waveform is nearly sinusoidal). This observation tends to support the assumption that the KLM dynamics recorded at higher pump power is initiated spontaneously by longitudinal mode-beating intensity noise, without the need of an external perturbation such as in most KLM lasers. The temporal pulse trains were also recorded on longer (microsecond) time scales and their envelope studied as a function of the ppKTP temperature (Fig. 7) . The pulse trains were not stationary as in a fully (solitonic) mode-locked laser for which a 100% pulse contrast is observed, but displayed either a random intensity-modulated envelope or sometimes a Qswitched like envelope. In general, the pulse waveforms and spectra depended on both the pump power and the ppKTP temperature. Although no clear picture could be established, the largest pulse contrast (~70%, Fig. 5a ) seemed to correspond to low ppKTP temperatures (T<30°C, self-focusing) while the shortest pulse width (first row in Fig. 6 ) occurred rather on the defocusing Kerr nonlinearity side (∆k>0, T~70°C). In all cases the pulse repetition rate was extremely stable in time as recorded with a RF spectrum analyzer. From the inspection of Figs. 4-5, a necessary condition for partial KLM operation is a substantial wave-vector mismatch experienced by the ppKTP whichever the sign of the Kerr nonlinearity. The most stationary waveform we were able to record at T = 20°C is shown in the last panel of Fig. 7 .
The details of the pulse waveform corresponding to the last panel in Fig. 7 also shows some satellite secondary pulses (Fig. 8a) characteristic of a non perfect (affected by self-phase modulation and frequency chirping) mode-locking process. Frequency chirping due to SPM may also account for the broadband incoherent DC background level that cannot interfere inside the scanning CFP. Although the pulse content is expected to carry a phase-coherent signal, the lack of time synchronism between the pulse repetition rate (f rep~4 20 MHz) and the CFP free-spectral range (FSR = 750 MHz) would prevent any constructive interference within the CFP interferometer, hence the quasi-null transmission of the latter (trace 1 of Fig. 3a) . Other additional observations have to be reported for completeness sake. We noted that an axial translation by ± 3mm of the ppKTP crystal (limited by the mini-translation stage travel, Fig. 1b) around the waist between M3 and M4 changed only weakly the spectral or temporal patterns of the emission. Such a relative insensitivity is in contrast with the critical position of the χ (3) thin medium in KLM resonators [25, 31] . However the spectra shapes or the pulse contrast may depend on slight ring cavity misalignments, which could be attributed to slight change the intracavity intensity. It is also worthwhile mentioning that the insertion of the ppKTP slightly disturbed the strong unidirectional lasing of the FH ring cavity. Starting from a perfect adjustment of the HWP rotation of the optical diode so as to maximize the FH power and the uni-directionality, the insertion of the ppKTP caused systematically a weak bidirectional lasing (with a BW:FW ~1:10 intensity ratio of the counter-propagating waves, the weak BW travelling-wave exiting from M3 along the dashed arrow shown in Fig. 1 ). Strictly uni-directional lasing could not be retrieved by rotation of the HWP controlling the optical diode isolation against backward oscillation. Periodically-poled crystals may behave as Bragg-reflecting intracavity elements in ring lasers, causing a strong backward counterpropagating oscillation due to the small index discontinuities at the domain walls [45] , but this explanation in our case is ruled out by the fact that under cw SLM operation (see next section), the ICSHG laser retrieves a perfect uni-directionality. Although the origin of this intriguing weak bi-directionality under the dynamical regime is not fully understood, a tentative explanation is that the nonlinear cascaded phase shift may strongly affect the phase of the circulating FW wave, resulting in imperfect directional loss discrimination of the optical diode. In this experiment, a faint cw red beam was then generated along the backward direction. It is important to emphasize however that the FW pulsing red wave exiting the ppKTP is in no way reflected back to the nonlinear crystal as in NLM [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] or CSM [15, 16] mode-locking owing to the ring configuration: The R~10% forward travelling red beam reflected by M4 escapes totally through M2 and is not re-injected into the ppKTP. In other words, the intracavity SHG process is purely of a single-pass kind and the self-starting partial mode-locking mechanism at stake is a based on pure KLM effects triggered by an additional χ (3) nonlinear medium (different from the gain medium itself [29, 30] ) such as in the first Nd:YLF laser mode-locked by a SF57 glass rod [26, 28] , although in these works the use of an intracavity slit was required together with operation of the cavity near the stability boundary due to the weakness of the genuine χ (3) nonlinearities. It is instructive to inspect the recorded red power exiting both along the FW direction (partially mode-locked) and along the BW direction (cw regime) as function of the ppKTP temperature at P abs = 13W (Fig. 8b) . The occurrence of pulsing only in the FW propagation direction corroborates the results that ring cavities favor self-starting unidirectional KLM operation, owing to the asymmetry of the small amplitude gain modulation even without an optical diode [29] [30] [31] [32] . Interestingly while the weak BW propagating red beam (solid red line in Fig. 8b ) sketches as expected the temperature-tuning curve of the ppKTP, with a peak power nearby the center gain wavelength (T~30°C), the stronger (pulsing) FW generated red power displays a dip at this "optimal" temperature and two broad maxima at T~15°C and T~45°C. Reminding that at T~30.5°C (∆k~0) the FW beam is extremely broadband and phase incoherent (Fig. 4a) , the red minimum observed near this temperature is not a surprise. By contrast the two red power maxima in Fig. 8b coincide with the highest pulse contrast (Figs.  5a-b) . The overall amount of broadband red light generated in the FW direction under partial KLM operation did not exceed P red~1 50-250mW, far less than under cw SLM regime (Section 4). The low SHG efficiency arising from the phase-coherent pulse content (at T~15°C and T = 45°C) cannot be explained -given the long ~250ps duration of the pulsesby the group velocity mismatch (GVM) between the FH and SH pulses inside the long ppKTP [16] (note that in a ring cavity the effect of GVM is half that in a standing-wave one). This SHG inefficiency is rather attributed to the large phase-mismatch at these temperatures, as witnessed by the position of cardinal-sine functions in Fig. 5 . The FW red power displayed in Fig. 8b is also quite different from the bistable behavior of the green Nd:YAG/ppKTP output power against temperature recorded by Greenstein et al, who did not observe these KLM dynamics in their Z-fold standing-wave resonator [34].
Qualitative analysis of the partial KLM process
Given the ∆λ G ~4nm FH spectral emission in Fig. 4a and the FSR cav = 420 MHz of the ring cavity, more than 3,500 longitudinal modes are simultaneously oscillating once the ppKTP is inserted near T~30°C. This self-broadening process is undoubtedly due to nonlinear selfphase and cross-phase modulation or other effective third-order scattering processes occurring inside the ppKTP. The estimation of the maximum circulating FH power yields P ω~7 0W, corresponding to an intensity I ω = P ω /(πw 0 2 /2) ≈2 MW/cm 2 at the ppKTP crystal. While such a moderate power density excludes genuine χ (3) KLM effects, the ~3 orders of magnitude larger effective Kerr nonlinearity brought by cascaded χ (2) : χ (2) processes [22, 23] can explain the partial KLM dynamics observed without the enhancement of nonlinear loss modulation required in standard KLM or CSM lasers brought by setting the ring cavity at the first boundary of its stability range (η→-1). These effective χ (3) nonlinearities can results in giant nonlinear index of refraction, n 2 I ω responsible of Kerr focusing (or defocusing) effects (the sign of n 2 is opposite that of ∆k [22] ) and self-and-cross phase modulation of longitudinal modes via cascaded sum-and-difference frequency processes. For a single-pass SHG with no SH input, the usual plane-wave coupled-wave equations describing the exchange of energy between E ω (z) and E 2ω (z) (where E j denote the slowly varying field amplitudes) are equivalent to [22, 46] ( )
where the FH field amplitude E ω (z) has been normalized to its initial value E 0 = E ω (0) such that E = E ω /E 0 (γ = |E| 2 measures hence the FH depletion factor) and the physical longitudinal variable z is normalized as z' = z/l c . The nonlinear coupling constant Γ expresses as
). The cubic field term proportional to |E| 2 E = E 2 E* in Eq. (1) is responsible of cascaded Kerr effects, specifically χ (2) (−2ω;ω,ω): χ (2) (-ω;2ω,-ω) in the case of SHG. In Fig. 9 we have numerically solved Eq. (1) by writing E(z) = √γexp(-iφ NL (z)) using the experimentally relevant parameters ( The 3 orders of magnitude larger n 2 stemming from χ (2) :χ (2) cascading compensates for the fact that our ring cavity operates at η ~0, which is in principle not the ideal condition for selfstarting hard-aperture KLM as analyzed by Magni et al in terms of the maximum achievable relative spot size variation with intracavity pulse power [36] . However, the theoretical KLM resonator analysis of Brabec et al [25] considering an X-fold 4-mirror cavity geometry identical to ours evidenced that while the condition |η|→1 apply to hard-aperture KLM resonators, in soft-aperture longitudinally-pumped solid-state lasers, the maximum powerdependent amplitude modulation occurs rather at the middle of the stability range of the resonator (η ~0), without any practical demonstration to date. Our experiment tends hence to confirm this result when the effective Kerr nonlinearities is strong enough.
An interpretation of the pulsing dynamics in terms of partial KLM mode-locking mechanism can be provided based on the generalized ABCD matrix formalism taking into account intracavity Kerr focusing or defocusing effects [47] . In passively mode-locked KLM or CSM lasers, the self-focusing or defocusing effects must be associated with a powerdependent gain and loss mechanisms in order to sustain a stable train of pulses, the loss mechanism being usually provided by either an intracavity hard or a soft aperture [16, 25, 31, 32] . When the cascaded Kerr nonlinearity is focusing at the ppKTP (equivalent of an increase of M3-M4 distance in the linear cavity), the FH transverse mode waist at the Nd:YLF increases rapidly, inducing a loss for the TEM 10 mode at the benefit of the TEM 00 mode as discussed at the beginning of Section 3.2. For defocusing nonlinearity (equivalently a decrease of M3-M4), the cavity waist at the gain medium shrinks instead in favor of the TEM 10 mode. Hence whichever the Kerr nonlinearity sign as predicted by Heatley et al [32] , a power-dependent gain-loss mechanism exists that leads to pulse formation. This may explain why the pulsing dynamics does not depend on the ppKTP temperature. The Qswitched periodic envelope sometimes modulating the pulse train (Fig. 7) may further arise from transverse TEM 00 and TEM 10 mode-beating.
Finally to end this section, let us mention that -if the interpretation of the pulsing dynamics in terms of partial KLM process holds (we leave this issue cautiously opened) -it should be possible to obtain (as in χ (3) medium-based KLM lasers) a fully self-starting modelocked ICSHG laser in the ps/sub-ps regime from this Nd:YLF/ppKTP ring laser by, e.g., optimizing the curved-mirror spacing (so that |η|→1), and eventually by compensating the GVM between the FH and SH shortening pulses in the ppKTP crystal [15, 16] . However, since the both FH and SH have the same polarization (the QPM type is eee rather than oeo) another technique than the insertion of a birefringent phase plate has to be used. Additional experiments regarding the role played by the intra-cavity optical diode, the influence of the ring versus standing-wave geometry (in the latter case confusion with NLM or CSM may rather complicate the interpretation) and the importance of the ratio γ = ∆λ NL /∆λ G (it would be interesting to repeat our experiment on the much stronger but also narrow 1.05µm transition) are needed to ascertain our finding.
Cw single-frequency operation: an optimally-coupled Nd:YLF/ppKTP ICSHG laser
In this last section, we shall describe the transition from partial KLM regime to cw tunable SLM regime, i.e. how we could achieve SLM operation of the ICSHG laser despite the strong Kerr-lens dynamics reported so far.
Obtaining cw SLM regime with optimal SHG efficiency by starting from the partial KLM regime was found quite difficult and calls not only for the insertion of a suitable frequencyselective etalon but also for the delicate adjustment of various parameters. The key issue was to find a way to force the SLM mode (prior to ppKTP insertion) to experience the smallest possible phase-mismatch once the ppKTP is inserted, given the fact that the finite bandwidth of the QPM process with regards to the laser gain bandwidth may lead to oscillation on longitudinal modes not necessarily matching the peak of the nonlinear spectral bandwidth [33] . Greenstein et al have shown in a simple theoretical model derived from Smith [14] that when the ratio γ = ∆λ NL /∆λ G <1 (in our case γ~0.2), it is difficult to achieve the regime of optimal SHG conversion in homogeneously broadened ICSHG lasers and that multilongitudinal mode operation is always expected. The explanation can be summarized as follows. At low pump rate or low SHG nonlinearity, the roundtrip linear loss is dominant and the laser oscillates SLM on the mode closest to the gain-center wavelength, and other modes are suppressed by the spontaneous nonlinear self-suppression mechanism of longitudinal modes via increased SFG loss [44] . Increasing the gain or the SHG nonlinearity to the point where the nonlinear loss becomes dominant for the SLM mode, the net gain profile reveals then spectral regions (at non nil ∆k(λ)) where longitudinal modes can overcome the nonlinear SFG loss, leading to multi-mode oscillation and in our case to the Kerr-lens dynamics. Hence the finite QPM bandwidth, as opposed to γ>1 for most of the birefringence phase-matched crystals [8] , is an obstacle to achieve the optimal conversion SLM regime as predicted by earlier theories of ICSHG lasers [13, 14] . To overcome this difficulty, a spectrally selective etalon must be inserted to enforce SLM operation with the smallest ∆k. However the additional loss introduced by the etalon must be moderate if the optimal ICSHG regime were targeted.
In our previous work reporting on the σ-polarized laser (1314nm) [7] , a maximum of 1W SLM red power at 657nm was achieved relatively easily by using a high-reflectance (R = 40%) thin etalon that efficiently quenched the cascaded second-order processes. In this work, we tried to use the lowest-contrast (uncoated) fused-silica etalon (R~4%), but could not get rid of the pulsing dynamics for any angular position. So an intermediate partially R-coated (R = 25%) etalon was further tried.
Starting from maximum pump power with the ppKTP translated out of the cavity, the angular position of the etalon was first adjusted to obtain easily SLM fundamental oscillation at the central-gain wavelength (~1321.3nm). But upon the ppKTP (set to T~30°C) insertion the gain broadening and KLM dynamics could not be quench automatically because the insertion, by modifying the cavity optical path length, changed also the wavelength value by ± 0.1 to ± 0.2 nm, leading to a mixed temporal regime characterized by a CFP transmission as shown in trace 2 of Fig. 3a . By tilting further the etalon and translating vertically the ppKTP along its wedged facet direction, specific etalon/ppKTP positions could then be found for which SLM lasing is retrieved, with a simultaneous burst of the usual sharp CFP fringes (trace 3 in Fig. 3a) and a sudden jump in the detected red power from ~150mW (Fig. 8b) to some hundreds of mW. Simultaneously the weak cw counter-clockwise (BW) beam detected behind M3 disappeared, restoring a perfect unidirectional operation of the ring laser. This last observation definitely proves that the weak bidirectionality observed under partial KLM was induced by the cascaded NLPS. However, the new position of the etalon did not necessarily maximize the SLM red power. Slight vertical translation of the ppKTP along its wedge (to fine tune the oscillating SLM wavelength without inducing a mode hop) jointly with slight adjustment of the ppKTP temperature improved then gradually the detected SLM red power, in conjunction with small axial (z) translation adjustment of the ppKTP around the cavity waist, Then a small tilt is applied again to the etalon to check if the red power was maximum, taking care that the tilt amplitude was low enough so as not to induce back the partial KLM regime. The above procedure had to be iterated several times until the red SLM power was stationary around its maximum: At 1321.3nm we could ultimately achieve 1.4W at 660.65nm (the same optimal SLM fundamental power achieved in Fig. 2a) , when corrected for the 10% reflection loss from the dichroic mirror M4. A posteriori, we found that another simpler procedure was to start from a pump power below the threshold for partial KLM (P abs~6 .5W, Fig. 6 ) and ramp gradually the pump power while adjusting the etalon and ppKTP positions in order to adiabatically track SLM oscillation versus P abs , although during the adiabatic procedure a sudden transition to partial KLM regime may occur, witnessed by an instantaneous disappearance of the CFP fringes. Surprisingly, when maximum red SLM power is achieved, the laser can run single-frequency (with a stable wavelength readout) for more than an hour with less than 2% of red power decrease. However each time the ICSHG laser is switched off, the whole SLM retrieval procedure has to be started again to achieve the optimal red power. Figure 10b displays the maximum red power versus the absorbed pump power (1.4W at P abs = 15W when corrected for the 10% reflection loss from mirror M4) achieved at gain-center wavelength. This power represents a 40% increase when compared to the maximum red SLM power achieved on the σ-polarized (1314nm/657nm) ICSHG laser employing a more selective (and lossy) R = 40% partially-coated etalon, resulting in a less problematic SLM operation [7] . Owing to the identical emission cross-sections of the 1314nm and 1321nm transitions, an equivalent power should be achievable at 657nm with a R = 25% etalon to probe the Ca ( 1 S 0 -3 P 1 ) inter-combination line. Polloni and Svelto first addressed in 1968 the theory of optimal-coupling in singlefrequency ICSHG lasers starting from the 3 or 4-level laser rate equations including a quadratic nonlinear loss and neglecting any thermal effects [13] . It is convenient to re-express Polloni's rate equation results in terms of the saturation intensity of the 1.32µm transition sat / I hν στ = ( = 6.7kW/cm 2 [10] ), the number of times x = P abs /P th the laser is eff / d n is the nonlinear figureof-merit of ppKTP, w/w 0 is the ratio of the waists at the gain medium and at the nonlinear crystal, and l c G 1/2 is the effective interaction length of the SHG crystal. For a standing-wave resonator an additional multiplicative factor β (2<β<4) has to be added to the definition of κ [10, 14] . The aperture function G of the normalized wavevector mismatch σ = ∆k z R accounts for focusing effects (and eventually for spatial walkoff), and is related to the usual Gaussian beam focusing function h(σ) by G≡2h/l where l = l c /z R is the focusing parameter [8, 48] . For plane-wave focusing (l→0), one has G(σ)→sinc 2 (∆kl c /2). Using these notations, the SH power for a 4-level transition can be cast as 
Let us note that Eq. (2) is not valid for a 3-level laser [13] , and we have checked its full compatibility with Eq. (8) of Smith [14] expressed with different normalized parameters and derived by equating the saturated gain to the sum of linear and nonlinear loss. It is worth mentioning that the Smith's rescaled formula (in terms of physically measurable quantities) given in [10] for a standing-wave ICSHG laser contains a typographical sign error in the term (y-1) 2 under the square-root symbol (a "+" sign appears erroneously in Eq. (1) of Ref [10] .). Optimal SH power can be derived from Eq. (2) by maximizing the r.h.s. with respect to y, yielding y opt = 1 independently from the pump parameter x (Fig. 10a) , meaning that the optimal SHG coupling condition depends only on the spectroscopic properties of the gain medium and on the strength of the nonlinearity -that can be varied either by choosing a highly nonlinear medium or a sufficiently long crystal (note that this optimum is rather shallow due to the semi-logarithmic scale in Fig. 10a ). The fact that this condition does not depend on the pump parameter contrasts with the optimal coupler transmission of the FH laser (without SHG), opt
− , which does depend on the pump parameter via the small signal gain coefficient g 0 [14] . This peculiarity stems from the quadratic intensity dependence of the SHG loss. By replacing y with y opt = 1 in Eq. (2), one obtains power that can be extracted, under identical linear loss and pump parameter, from the laser equipped with an optimal output coupler. Equation (2) was used to least-square fit the experimental data of Fig. 10b by taking as variable parameters y, P th , and the multiplicative constant appearing in Eq. (2) . The value of y leading to the lowest fit residual was found to be y = 1.0 ≡ y opt (and P th = 1.7W, I sat (πw 2 /2)L = 0.38W), confirming that we have indeed achieved the ICSHG optimal coupling condition, a regime hardly emphasized on in most of the reported cw ICSHG experiments which rather focused on optical-to-optical efficiencies (P 2ω /P abs~1 0% at maximum here). The fit agreement with Eq. (2) indicates that thermal effects are negligible up to P abs = 15W. Displayed in Fig.  10b is the red power (square symbols) obtained with a 10mm type-I-cut BiBO (θ = 8.6°, φ = 0°) which, when fitted with Eq. (2), yields y = 0.1 far from optimal SHG coupling. Furthermore, the optimal condition y opt = 1 is equivalent to the following equality, 
relating the nonlinear crystal length to its figure-of-merit, to the focusing ratio w/w 0 and to the saturation intensity of the transition. Equation (3) is useful to evaluate the necessary crystal length or the ring resonator mode waist ratio to achieve y = 1. Using d eff = 9pm/V, n(ppKTP)≈1.8, L = 0.03, w/w 0 = 6.5, I sat = 6.7 kW/cm 2 and G≈0.92 [48] the calculated ppKTP length to achieve optimal coupling is l c ≈10.13mm, close to the experimental value used. Using a non-critically phase-matched BiBO (d eff = 3pm/V, walkoff ρ = 25mrad), a ~3 × longer crystal would be necessary to achieve optimal ICSHG coupling. In Fig. 10b , the combined effect of spatial walkoff and low nonlinear figure-of-merit is responsible for the low y = 0.1 parameter found for BiBO. Because the red laser is intended to perform high-resolution atomic spectroscopy, it is important to investigate the wavelength tuning behavior across the laser gain bandwidth. Red tuning over ~1.6nm (almost the full gain bandwidth) was achieved by etalon tilt (Fig. 11a) , starting from the center-gain wavelength and using the adiabatic procedure described at the beginning of this section to avoid the partial KLM regime. The arrow in Fig. 11a indicates the position of the narrow two-photon resonance of atomic silver at 661.2nm, at which still 750mW of single-frequency power is available. The measured red beam quality factors (M 2~1 .03, Fig. 11b ) are those of a diffraction-limited beam (see Fig. 1b) , which highlights the advantage of using a temperature-tuned ppKTP rather than a critically-phase-matched BiBO for which the red beam profile (M 2~1 .3) was found quite elliptical due to spatial walkoff dephasing effect [8, 9] .
The transition from partial KLM to cw single-frequency tunable regime could be achieved only with the insertion of a suitably spectrally-selective etalon and a delicate interplay of various parameters, in order to quench the dominant dynamical regime. When cw SLM regime is achieved, the ICSHG laser could deliver a record 1.4W of diffraction-limited red single-frequency power at 661nm (10 fold increase with respect to the broadband pulsing output), reaching the theoretical limit of optimal SHG coupling predicted in the late 60's. Such ~100% conversion efficiency would have been difficult to achieve in an external cavityenhanced SHG configuration. This cw tunable solid-state laser source is a convenient alternative to dye-lasers for high-resolution atomic spectroscopy in the red range.
